FloorFolio is now offering more than one type of EnviroQuiet LVT to meet the growing needs of this industry. Every project is different, and we aim to provide you with the options you need to get the job done right.

EnviroQuiet®

A Sound Solution.

Exclusively Available at
SALES@FLOORFOLIO.COM
800-671-1124

ONE COST. EnviroQuiet luxury vinyl flooring is manufactured with the sound-reducing underlayment attached, so it can be purchased and installed as one fully integrated product: ONE INSTALLATION. The double-patented formula provides an all-in-one, economical flooring solution that can be paired with almost any of our wood or stone visuals. ONE SOLUTION.
As it gains popularity throughout the flooring industry, it’s clear that this double-patented formula and innovative one-step installation offers valuable time savings and benefits for contractors and end-users alike.

**COMPOSITION:** Standard EnviroQuiet has an overall thickness of 5mm. Each plank is composed of 2mm thick LVT affixed to a 3mm thick recycled rubber underlayment.

**APPLICATION:** The 8 mil clear wear layer on the LVT provides longlasting durability in residential areas, making it a great choice for multi-family and student housing. Upgrade to a 12 mil wear layer for increased durability.

**STYLE:** EnviroQuiet can be paired with almost any of our LVT collections. You can even customize size, color, pattern and texture.

**ENVIROQUIET ON DEMAND** is a preferred selection of our most popular styles, for which we maintain high volumes of stock, so it’s readily available when you need it.

This premium quality underlayment has a greater density and improved sound performance rating. It’s the same great product you know and love, we’ve just taken it up a notch.

**COMPOSITION:** Much like the standard version, Premium EnviroQuiet has an overall thickness of 5mm. Each plank is composed of 2mm thick LVT permanently affixed to a 3mm thick rubber underlayment.

**APPLICATION:** Choice of 8 mil or 12 mil clear wear layer on the 2mm LVT provides longlasting durability in residential areas. The Premium underlayment provides an improved sound barrier and better shock absorption, which is perfect for multi-family housing units that require an added level of privacy and comfort.

**STYLE:** Premium EnviroQuiet vinyl flooring is manufactured per order, and can be paired with almost any of our wood or stone LVT styles. Custom options are also available.

This commercial grade underlayment has an even greater density than our Premium.

**COMPOSITION:** With an overall thickness of 6mm, each plank is composed of 3mm thick LVT permanently affixed to 3mm thick, extra dense rubber underlayment.

**APPLICATION:** The 22 mil clear wear layer on 3mm LVT is a durable solution for high traffic, commercial areas such as hospitals, retail locations, hotels and restaurants.

**STYLE:** Commercial EnviroQuiet can be manufactured with almost any of our wood and stone LVT styles. Custom options are also available.
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